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Through Comlexity Analysis
The Qlik Complexity Analysis implementation further enhances the Qlik server and environment
quality assurance. The combination of our environment based procedural check-lists and the
complexity analysis ensures great development processes but also great development quality
and optimization of all applications throughout the development cycle.
The Qlik complexity analysis implementation not only ensures that developers are aware of the
complexity of their applications but also enables administrator users to implement proper quality
control into their environments.
The complexity analysis function enables Qlik Admin users to set up the level of complexity they
wish to accept into their environments, and should an application not be within the defined
ranges, the application will not be published without the administrator user approval.
The complexity analysis function automatically scans the complexity of an application when an
application is checked-into the WIP repository. The analysis uses the pre-defined categories and
algorithms which provides an index number for the application.
WIP stores all version level complexity data so that developers can review the improvements
of the application across all the versions of an application and compare that with the changes
affected within that version.
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When the user is ready to publish the application, the system will inform them whether their
application can be published into a selected environment or whether they would require
dispensation from the administrator users. They can click on the fail status to understand
which categories are above the pre-set thresholds and whether they can improve this through
optimization or whether they would require dispensation from the Administrator to publish the
application.

Publication
Administrator users can also review the total environment and all the applications on the
environment’s complexity ratings. Admin users can use the threshold sliders to adjust and reset
the thresholds per complexity category per environment.
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Administration users can define the base index and category ranges that they wish to apply
across all their environments in one place. These settings are then utilized within each
environment specific category and threshold settings.
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